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Introduction: Large scale, Earth processes and bulk rock properties are

influenced by underpinning, dynamic, microstructures within rocks and

geomaterials. Traditionally, the amount of porosity has been considered the

primary control on important bulk rock properties like seismic wave velocities

(Vp and Vs) and permeability. However, in tight rocks, velocity and permeability

(k) can change substantially despite small changes in the amount of porosity

during cracking. Therefore, other microstructural features inherent to given

lithologies, such as heterogeneity and anisotropy in mineral properties are

considered as factors controlling these bulk rock properties. Understanding

which microstructural features control Vp, Vs, and permeability in tight rocks is

useful in applications like enhanced geothermal systems (EGS), where thermal

shocking is used to increase permeability. Thermal shocking involves injecting

surfacewater into the subsurface to cool mineral crystals, induce contraction of

crystals, and cause thermal cracking.

Methods: We tested three tight lithologies with unique microstructures;

granodiorite (SWG), basalt (PTB), and carbonate (MSA). We simulated thermal

shocking by slowly heating samples to 350°C and then quenching them. We

chose a temperature of 350°C because thermal shocking at this temperature is

not well documented in literature, and this temperature is relevant to EGS. Using

time-lapse microimaging, we assessed how thermal cracking occurs in each

lithology and explored how thermal cracks influence connected porosity, Vp,

Vs, and k.

Results: Microimaging shows extensive cracking in the SWG and MSA

lithologies, and little to no cracking in PTB with thermal shocking treatment.

Vp and Vs became more pressure sensitive, and elastic moduli decreased with

treatment for all lithologies. This may be caused by reduced stiffness between

mineral crystal boundaries with treatment.

Discussion: Lithologies with minerals that have anisotropy of or a wide range in

thermal conductivity and/or thermal expansion coefficients can have increased

thermal cracking. In thermally shocked SWG and MSA, Vp and Vs are good

indicators of thermal cracking and k increases, but less so in PTB. Lithologies like

PTB may require multiple thermal shock stimulations to increase permeability.
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Our results highlight how micro-scale changes influence bulk rock properties

and when we can monitor permeability increases and microscale thermal

cracking with Vp and Vs.
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thermal shocking, microstructure, elastic moduli, permeability, time-lapse, micro-
imaging, tight rocks

1 Introduction

Earth’s large-scale mechanisms are closely coupled with

micro-scale processes and structures (Sengupta, 1997). In fact,

in the discipline of material science, microstructural properties of

engineered materials are deliberately designed to achieve desired

macroscale or bulk material properties (Mercier et al., 2003). But

as geoscientists, we have the need to reverse engineer bulk rock

properties we observe or measure in the field or laboratory and

determine how they are shaped by their underpinning

microstructures. For example, fluid flow through microscale

cracks and pores in rocks can contribute to the mass

movement of underground fluid through a reservoir. Also, the

existence of such microcracks (cracks less than 1 mm in length)

can decrease the overall strength of a rock (Kranz, 1983). One

bulk rock property that is extremely pertinent for geoscientists is

the rock’s elastic behavior—how it responds to normal and shear

forces applied when seismic waves travel through Earth (Bourbie

et al., 1987; Burger et al., 2006). Understanding why rocks

respond differently to seismic waves measured in the

laboratory is critical to translating information from

subsurface geophysical probing into the dynamic processes

that change rock microstructures in the subsurface.

Therefore, many efforts have been made to correlate rock

properties to seismic wave properties like compressional and

shear wave velocities (Vp and Vs, respectively), all of which are

measured in controlled laboratory environments. Traditionally,

for high porosity (ϕ) rocks, the amount of ϕ is considered the first

order control on the magnitude of Vp and Vs (Wyllie et al., 1962;

Gregory, 1977). But in “tight rocks” (rocks with relatively low

permeabilities; Law and Spencer, 1993; Tobin, 1997) there can be

small spread in ϕ, and ϕ generally takes the form of low pore

volume, microcracks. In these tight rocks, there is substantial

scatter in Vp and Vs given this small spread in ϕ, and the general
relationship between ϕ and bulk elastic rock properties does not

hold. This indicates that factors other than porosity also control

Vp and Vs in tight rocks, and in order to interpret seismic wave

monitoring of tight reservoirs, properties other than ϕ must be

sought out. The challenge is, we have yet to establish which rock

properties are key to interpreting the subsurface when ϕ is not a

viable option.

Such a key property may actually exist within the rock

microstructure. For example, such a property could allow for

a process, like cracking, to occur and alter the microstructure.

More specifically, the role of microstructural geometric details in

impacting bulk elastic properties, and therefore seismic

monitoring, has never been fully understood or accurately

incorporated into rock physics models (Bourbie et al., 1987;

Mukerji and Mavko, 2006). These geometric details can take the

form of arrangements, distributions and geometries of pores and

mineral crystals. In fact, these geometries can influence micro-

scale processes like crack formation and propagation and the

resulting crack distribution. Without a full understanding of the

geometric arrangement of the microstructure, the best we can do

is estimate upper and lower bounds of bulk elastic behaviors

using simple conceptual models of the microstructure (Mukerji

and Mavko, 2006). However, a primary limitation to these

conceptual models is that they often assume unrealistic pore

geometries—such as pennies and spheroids. Therefore, these

models are unable to fully describe properties of complex

microstructures like the irregular crack networks that exist in

actual reservoir rocks. Hence, we still struggle in estimating their

bulk elastic properties. To add another layer of complexity, rocks

of various lithologies can have different microstructures which

dictate the rock’s stiffness, bulk density, and consequently its

overall Vp and Vs. These variations in microstructures can result

in distinct elastic behaviors for given lithologies. For example,

tight rocks like volcanics and some carbonates have

microstructures that are often comprised of mineral crystals

that are assembled as interlocked crystals. In some cases, these

interlocked crystals can be separated by the formation of

pressure-sensitive microcracks. These microcracks can actually

lower the magnitude of a tight rock’s Vp and Vs. However, if

these thin, low aspect ratio, microcracks close in the presence of

confining pressure, Vp and Vs can increase. Therefore, tight

rocks with fewer microcracks may exhibit higher Vp and Vs at

lower pressures compared to a tight rock with relatively more

microcracks (Nur and Simmons, 1970; Nur, 1971; Coyner and

Martin, 1988). It is important to note that this situation can exist

with minimal to no difference in porosity between the two tight

rocks.

Another factor that shapes elastic behavior is that the

subsurface is dynamic, and therefore a rock’s microstructure

can be altered over time through different processes. For example,

as a rock experiences a thermal shock, or a change in

temperature, its mineral crystals may either expand or

contract. This expansion and contraction can generate what

are called, ‘thermal cracks’ (Pearson, 1941; Johnson and

Parsons, 1944; Heap et al., 2014). Thermal cracking is

prevalent in geothermal reservoirs and is particularly pertinent
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to geothermal energy production (Siratovich et al., 2015;

Eggertsson et al., 2020). Conventional geothermal systems

(CGS) exist in reservoirs with naturally high permeability (k)

that allows for water to circulate through pore spaces, heat up,

and turn to steam, which is then produced to rotate a turbine and

generate power (U.S. Department of Energy, 2019). Recently

however, there is major interest in enhanced geothermal systems

(EGS) because they have massive potential for energy production

(McKittrick et al., 2019). These EGS reservoirs are often

composed of tight rocks with low ϕ and k, preventing optimal

fluid flow (U.S. Department of Energy, 2019). In order for fluid to

cycle through these tight reservoirs, permeable pathways must be

intentionally created. Traditionally, hydrofracking has been used

to increase reservoir permeability in EGS, but because

hydrofracking can result in induced seismicity, alternative,

safer techniques must be explored (Hofmann et al., 2018).

One alternative method to increase k is through injecting

surface water (~25°C–40°C) to chill naturally hot (>150°C)
subsurface rocks using injection pressures lower than those

used in hydrofracking (Dempsey et al., 2015; Rutqvist et al.,

2015). When injected surface water comes in contact with the hot

rock, a thermal shock is created and causes thermal cracking.

These newly formed thermal cracks become pathways for fluid

flow in the once impermeable reservoirs. Therefore, to enhance

fluid flow, it is ideal to distinguish which microstructures,

inherent to different reservoir lithologies, lend themselves to

greater extents of thermal cracking. Yet, while we know the

microstructure influences thermal cracking, we still have little

understanding ofwhichmicrostructures play key roles in thermal

crack propagation (Daoud et al., 2020).

One approach to relate microstructures to given extents of

thermal cracking is to document the underpinning

microstructures through microimaging before and after

heating and cooling. However, historically, microimaging has

been difficult due to technological limitations. For example,

optical microscopy coupled with thin sections, has been a

popular method of microimaging rocks. But this technique

has limited temporal resolution in that it cannot document

time-lapse changes of the rock microstructure, due to the

destructive nature of creating thin sections. Yet rock physicists

have a crucial need to understand how rock microstructures and

geological processes dynamically influence one another.

Therefore, we turn to scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

which involves non-destructive sample preparation. This

allows us to image the same rock microstructures before and

after any laboratory treatment meant to replicate geological

processes. Particularly, with SEM imaging, we can observe

how rock microstructures control certain processes—like

thermal crack propagation. Therefore, SEM observations

provide us with a fuller picture to better monitor changes in

microstructural geometries with time-lapse microimaging

(Vanorio, 2015). Such advancements can allow us to then

correlate time-lapse, microstructural changes, like the

propagation of thermal cracks, to time-lapse geophysical

measurements, like Vp and Vs laboratory measurements.

Establishing relationships between micro- to macro-scale

time-lapse changes in the laboratory would allow us to better

discern dynamic subsurface processes, like thermal cracking,

from geophysical monitoring.

In attempts to relate thermal cracking to geophysical

monitoring for geothermal reservoir development, benchtop

Vp values (Yavuz et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2019; Shang et al.,

2019) and Vs values (Keshavarz et al., 2010; Siratovich et al.,

2015; Griffiths et al., 2018; Mordensky et al., 2019) were

measured before and after thermal treatments that included

heating and either slow cooling samples in air or quickly

quenching samples in water (Supplementary Table S1). While

benchtop Vp and Vs measurements can be helpful in

documenting bulk elastic properties, an approach that is

more representative of subsurface conditions includes Vp

and Vs measurements taken in the presence of confining

pressures. To our knowledge, few studies (Darot and

Reuschlé, 2000; Vinciguerra et al., 2005) have measured

confined Vp and Vs after documented thermal shocking,

and only very few authors (Vinciguerra et al., 2005)

complemented their confined Vp and Vs measurements

with imaging of the rocks’ microstructures. One limitation

of the microimaging approach by Vinciguerra et al., 2005 is

that they imaged samples only before thermal treatment,

therefore not documenting any resulting changes in the

rock microstructure that could have influenced elastic rock

properties. In order to improve seismic monitoring of tight,

thermally shocked, geothermal reservoirs, we must build a

systematic dataset that will aid in linking changes in Vp and

Vs with increasing pressure to observations of thermal cracks

generated in tight rocks of distinct microstructures.

In this paper, we systematically correlate microstructures

of three tight lithologies to the extent of thermal cracking and

to time-lapse, confined pressure Vp and Vs. measurements.

We tested three lithologies prevalent in geothermal reservoirs:

granodiorite, basalt, and carbonate. Each of our chosen

lithologies inherently have their own distinct

microstructural features, which allow us to constrain which

microstructural geometries and features facilitate or hinder

thermal shocking. Specifically, we focus on pore structure,

mineralogy, and mineral thermal properties. With the SEM,

we image our samples’ microstructures before and after

thermally shocking them in order to specify which features

are more relevant to thermal crack propagation. We also

correlate our microstructural observations with benchtop

and confined pressure Vp and Vs measurements taken

before and after thermal treatment. Through microimaging

and velocity measurements, we provide a systematic dataset

that aids in linking microscale-controls and elastic properties

in tight, geothermal reservoirs where thermal cracking is

ubiquitous.
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FIGURE 1
Tightly interlocked crystal structures of our selected granodiorite (A), basalt (B), and carbonate (C) samples. In particular, the SWG lithology has
plagioclase (plag), hornblende (hnbld), quartz (qtz), and magnetite (mag) as identified with EDS. The PTB lithology as plag, pyroxene (pyx), and mag.
The MSA lithology has calcite (cal) minerals here. All images were taken with an environmental SEM.

FIGURE 2
Workflow of how our experiment is conducted, including when we conducted various measurements, imaging, and thermal shock treatment.
The left and right hand sides summarize tasks related to the control test and the thermal shock treatment procedure, respectively.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sample selection and lithologies
imaging

We selected three tight lithologies prevalent in geothermal

reservoirs: granodiorite, basalt, and carbonate (Figure 1). The

general workflow including sample selection, characterization

and treatment is shown in Figure 2. We tested three samples for

each lithology, totaling nine samples, and all samples are 1”

diameter, 1” long cores. Using X-ray diffraction (XRD), the Sierra

White Granodiorite (SWG) samples were characterized by 35%

calcium plagioclase, 30% sodium plagioclase, 24% quartz, 7%

mica, and 4% hornblende (Table 1). The SWG samples were

formed during a Mesozoic, regional, magmatic intrusion, and

were later subjected to alteration and albitization (Crowder and

Ross, 1973).

Two of the three Mt. Etna basalt samples are porphyritic

trachybasalts (PTB, Tanguy et al., 1997) with 70% sodium

plagioclase, 15% sanidine, 10% augite, and minimal (<5%)

olivine and magnetite (Table 1). The third basalt sample is an

alkali basalt (PAB) composed of 35% calcium plagioclase, 32%

augite, 14% sanidine, 11% diopside, 7% olivine, and 1%

magnetite (Table 1). Both the PTB and PAB samples were

formed from a Mt. Etna eruption around two million years

ago (Tanguy et al., 1997). This eruptive episode occurred while

the volcanism was from more tholeiitic composition magma

starting three million years ago to eventually more alkali magma

(one to half a million years ago).

All three Mt. St. Angelo (MSA) carbonate samples are

dominated by calcite (93%–100%), and one carbonate sample

has minimal dolomite (7%) and quartz (<1%) detected in the

XRD analysis (Table 1). Minimum quartz and amorphous SiO2

were observed during microimaging. The MSA samples were

deposited in the Late Cretaceous as base-of-slope micro-

crystalline calcite (micrite) (Borgomano, 2000). Micrite is

specific to calcite crystals that range between 1–4 μm in width

(Folk, 1959).

2.2 Lithologies imaging and rock physics
measurements

Microstructural imaging was conducted to characterize pore

and mineral crystal geometries, sizes, and distributions. Before

imaging and thermal shock treatment, all sample cores are

marked to ensure they were imaged and measured in the

same manner during pre and post treatment analyses.

Additionally, flat surfaces of the cylindrical cores are polished

to a 1 μm grit with diamond polishing compound. Before each

imaging session, all samples are coated with 15 nm of carbon

using a Leica EM ACE600 coating system to prevent surface

charging. A JEOL JSM-IT500HR environmental SEM was used

for microstructural imaging, and a Thermo Scientific energy-

dispersive spectrometer (EDS) was used to collect mineral phase

information that complement our XRD analyses. XRD was

completed using a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 Benchtop X-ray

Diffraction System. Excess granodiorite material left over from

coring was powdered and used to represent our SWG sample

because it originated from the same block of rock (Table 1). For

the basalt and carbonate samples, a clean blade was used to scrape

material from the sample surfaces and collect powdered material.

Therefore, each sample has it is unique XRD composition

(Table 1).

Rock physics measurements include measuring connected ϕ,
k, Vp and Vs. Before all geophysical measurements, samples were

slowly heated (1°C min−1 increase) to a drying temperature of

100°C and maintained at this temperature until the sample

weights stabilized. Using sample markings for orientation,

samples were inserted into instruments in the same manner

for each measurement.

Connected ϕ is measured with a benchtop helium porosimeter

based on Boyle’s Law of Gas expansion, which says that given a

constant temperature, the product of a gas’s pressure and its volume

will remain constant, meaning that the pressure of the gas will

decrease or increase if its volume increases or decreases, respectively.

Therefore, by calibrating the system with helium of a known

pressure and a known calibration reservoir volume and then

releasing that same amount of helium gas into a reservoir with

our porous sample, we can calculate the pore volume of the sample

into which the helium infiltrated. From there, we compute the ϕ
knowing the pore volume and the bulk volume of the sample.While

the bulk density (ρb) of samples is computed knowing the samples’

masses and volumes, the crystal densities (ρg) are computed once

having the sample ϕ and crystal, or solid, volumes. Uncertainty

related to ϕ is within one percent (ϕ unit).

TABLE 1 Percent mineral composition (%) of the samples as characterized
with XRD.

SWG PTB MSA

Anorthite
Plagioclase

35 Albite Plagioclase 73 Calcite 100

Albite Plagioclase 30.2 Sanidine
Plagioclase

18.3

Quartz 23.9 Augite 7.9

Phlogopite Mica 6.7 Nepheline 0.3

Hornblende 3.8 Forsterite Olivine 0.2

Phlogopite Mica 0.1

Sodalite 0.1

Magnetite 0.1

Total 100 100 100
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Permeability is measured using the pulse-decay technique

(Bourbie and Walls, 1982; Jones, 1997) and the unsteady state

decay technique under confining pressure. Through the pulse-

decay technique, the cylindrical samples are jacketed such that a

small reservoir exists on either end of the sample. At the

upstream end, a small pore pressure pulse is applied to the

sample using a gas, which is nitrogen in our case. As the gas

moves through the sample, the pore pressure at the upstream end

decreases, and the pore pressure at the downstream end

increases. The rate of the pressure decrease in the upstream

reservoir is controlled by the sample’s k—the lower the sample’s

k, the slower the pressure decay. Rather than the steady-state

pulse decay method, we use the unsteady-state, which offers two

advantages when measuring k in tight rocks. First, the steady

FIGURE 3
Diagram of our in-house made pressure vessel and acoustic system used to monitor Vp and Vs. On the top is a schematic of the entire system
including the pressure gauge (A), pneumatic pump (B), compressed air supply (C), oil reservoir (D), pressure vessel (E), oscilloscope (F), pulse
generator (G), power supply (H), voltmeter (I), and switch (J). Below this is a closer view of the pressure vessel itself including the core holder (K), the
three linear potentiometers (L), the rubber tubing jacket (M), the sample (N), hydraulic oil (O), endcaps (P), wiring for the transducers (Q), wiring
which exits the pressure vessel (R), the pore pressure line which exits the pressure vessel (S), and the inlet for hydraulic oil (T). The schematic is not to
scale.
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state method, requires waiting for equilibrium when the pressure

gradient is constant and directly proportional to fluid velocity

(Rushing and Cox, 2004). However, the unsteady-state method

is more efficient, because it does not require waiting for these

conditions to be met (Jones, 1997). Additionally, while the

steady-state method relies on measuring the fluid flow-rate,

the unsteady-state method measures the pressure decay of the

fluid, which offers more accurate k values in tight rocks (Jones,

1997).

Samples with k greater than 5 μD were measured using the

Coretest Systems, Inc. AP-608 Automated Permeameter,

which determines the effective, or liquid k, of samples by

measuring the pressure decay rate of nitrogen. The AP-608

has a detection limit of .1 μD. The initial nitrogen pore

pressure is set to 1.4 MPa, and k measurements are taken at

elevated confining pressures that result in effective pressures

(Peff) of 5, 10, 20, 35, and 50 MPa. Samples with k’s less than

5 μD are measured at the same Peff’s using the Coretest

Systems, Inc., NDP-605 NanoDarcy Permeameter. The

NDP-605 has a detection limit of 10 nD. Through the

Klinkenberg Correction (Klinkenberg, 1941), we used gas

k’s measured at pore pressures of 1.8, 2.5 and 5 MPa to

find the liquid k for Peff’s of 5, 10, 20, 35, and 50 MPa. For

this study, the PTB sample was measured with the AP-608,

while the SWG and MSA were measured with the NDP-605.

Uncertainty related to k measurements is within one percent

of the k value.

Vp and Vs are measured using the pulse transmission

technique (Birch, 1960) under confining pressure conditions.

The confining pressure Vp and Vs measurements are conducted

using a house made acoustic pressure vessel (PV; Figure 3) which

consists of a core holder, a set of three linear potentiometers, a

pulse generator (Avtech AVR-7B-B), a switch (Hewlett Packard

4388A) and a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 1012B). We

apply high-viscosity molasses to the flat ends of the cylindrical

samples to ensure coupling between the transducers and the

sample surfaces. The dry samples are then jacketed in rubber

tubing to protect them from oil and loaded so that each end of the

sample is flush with stainless-steel endcaps that house P-

(1 MHz) and S- (700 kHz) wave piezoelectric (PZ) crystals.

The samples are always loaded in the endcaps in the same

orientation during pre and post treatment measurements.

Confining pressure is increased using a pneumatic pump that

pushes oil into the confining vessel. Samples are drained,

meaning pore pressure lines are open and pore pressures are

at atmospheric pressure. Upon pressurizing, the sample length

and bulk volume change due to microcrack closure and pore

collapse (thus decreasing porosity). To account for this length

and volume change, three potentiometers are connected to the

core holder endcaps. A constant voltage is applied to each

potentiometer which changes in proportion to the sample

length change with pressurization. This change in voltage is

recorded and converted to sample length and volume change

as a function of pressure, which allows us to monitor porosity

change with pressure, assuming length change is related to pore

closure upon pressurization.

In the confining pressure vessel, a pulse of 400 V is sent from

a pulse generator to the switch, which sends the pulse to either

the P wave PZ crystals or the S wave PZ crystals in the

transmitting endcaps. These PZ crystals convert electrical

current to mechanical, ultrasonic waves. The waves pass

through the sample and upon reaching the P- and S-

piezoelectric crystals in the receiving endcap, are turned from

mechanical waves back to electrical current. The waveforms are

digitally displayed on the oscilloscope, from which we manually

select arrival times of the wavefronts and calculate Vp and Vs at

each pressure point considering changes in sample length. Time

resolution for both the P and S waves is about 100 ns. Velocity

error is about 1% and is mainly attributed to error in picking the

first arrival. Before the sample measurements, a time calibration

is completed by measuring Vp and Vs. with the transmitting and

receiving endcaps directly in contact and with their surfaces

flush. In doing so, we measure the time needed for P and S waves

to pass through only the stainless-steel housing of the PZ crystals.

This time delay of ~11 μs and ~19 μs for the P- and S-waves is

subtracted from the arrival times of the sample for each

measurement. Uncertainty in the P- and S-wave

measurements is less than ±1% of the wave velocities.

2.3 Control test and thermal shocking

We have two major steps in testing how the three

lithologies react upon thermal shocking (Figure 2). In the

first step, we conduct a control test where we slowly heat and

slowly cool samples. The pre-and post-treatment observations

from this test are then compared to pre-and post-treatment

observations of the second step, which involves thermal

shocking where we slowly heat and quickly cool samples.

In doing the control test, we determine whether or not the

slow heating we conduct in our thermal shocking procedure

imparts thermal cracks, even before we are able to shock our

samples. This is critical for us to be able to conclude with

confidence that any thermal cracks we observe in the three

lithologies after thermal shocking are the result of thermal

shocking alone, and not the slow heating.

Before conducting either the control test or thermal

shocking, we established a target “reservoir temperature” of

350°C, up to which we would heat our samples before cooling

them to 25°C. This hot temperature is representative of various

geothermal reservoirs ideal for EGS operations (Schiffman et al.,

1984; Rose et al., 2006; Reinsch et al., 2017). More importantly,

we see an opportunity to contribute something that to our

knowledge is still missing in the body of literature testing this

specific thermal change of about 325°C: a systematic dataset of

confined pressure Vp and Vs values. Considering current studies
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in the literature (Supplementary Table S1), to our knowledge,

there is only one study (Siratovich et al., 2015) which

characterizes permeability under pressure, and no studies

characterizing Vp and Vs under pressure before and after

thermal shock treatment. Additionally, before the control test,

we conducted all rock physics measurements to determine pre-

treatment values of Vp, Vs, and k.

Next, we conducted our control test on one sample from each

lithology in order to verify whether slow heating (1°C min−1

increase) followed by slow cooling (<2°C min−1 decrease)

contributes to cracking. For all three samples, microphotographs

were initially taken at different locations throughout the three

samples (Figure 4, top row; Figures 3–5, left column). Then, each

sample was heated to our target “reservoir temperature” of 350°C

and remained at that temperature for an hour to equilibrate. This

dwell time—and even lower dwell times (Darot et al., 1992; Darot

and Reuschlé, 2000; Kim et al., 2014; Browning et al., 2016;

Mordensky et al., 2019), or in some cases no reported dwell

times (Vinciguerra et al., 2005)—has been used by others testing

the influence of thermal treatment without compromising their

findings (Jones et al., 1997; Keshavarz et al., 2010; Heap et al., 2014).

After equilibration, we allowed the samples to cool slowly by

shutting the oven off, keeping its door closed, and keeping the

samples in the oven. After several hours, the samples were finally

ambient temperature (~25°C) and were removed from the oven.

Each location on the samples was reimaged, for a second time, after

conducting the control test (Figure 4, bottom row) to determine

whether or not the slow heating introduces cracks. Through our

microimaging, no additional cracks were observed, and no cracks

which were initially present appeared to have extended or widened

with thermal treatment. Our control test verified that any thermal

cracks we would observe after thermal shocking are the result of

thermal shocking alone and are not imparted during slow heating to

the reservoir temperature.

Because our control test verified that slow heating would

not impart significant cracking in our samples, we continued

on to step two of our experiment: performing thermal

shocking on the same samples. Crack networks were

intentionally induced in the three samples by slowly

heating the samples to 350°C, allowing them to equilibrate

for an hour, and then immersing them in a room temperature

(~25°C) water bath. This “bucket quenching” procedure has

been used by others to simulate thermal shock cooling in

geothermal reservoirs (Kim et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2019;

Eggertsson et al., 2020). Finally, each location on the

samples was again reimaged, for a third time, after thermal

shocking (Figures 5–7, right hand column) in order to verify

whether thermal cracks were imparted with shocking. After

micro-imaging, we took post-treatment rock physics

measurements of Vp, Vs, and k.

3 Results

3.1 Initial sample microstructures

The lefthand columns of Figures 5–7, include images of

the three lithology microstructures before thermal shocking.

FIGURE 4
Time-lapse images of the granodiorite (A1,A2), basalt (B1,B2), and carbonate (C1,C2) samples before and after slow heating (1°Cmin−1 increase)
and then slow cooling (<2°C min−1 decrease). Before images are in the top row while after images are in the bottom row. Notice minimal to no
cracking after the control protocol. Minerals are labeled accordingly and were identified using EDS: mica (mica), quartz (qtz), plagioclase (plag),
pyroxene (pyx), olivine (olv), magnetite (mag) and calcite (cal).
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Specifically, the left column of Figure 5 presents features of the

SWG microstructure, which contains tightly bound

plagioclase crystals. Among the plagioclase are smaller

mica, quartz, and hornblende crystals (A1, B1, D1).

Additionally, there are no macroporous vugs in the SWG

samples (A1-D1), and the only porosity is in the form of pre-

existing microcracks (C1, D1) and faint depressions within

and along mineral crystals (A1, D1).

FIGURE 5
SEM images of the SWG lithology before and after thermal shocking. The first column (A1,B1,C1,D1) includes examples of pre-shocking images.
The second column includes examples of post thermal shocking images (A2,B2,C2,D2). Any newly observed cracks created during thermal
treatment are indicated with red arrows. Minerals are labeled accordingly and were identified using EDS: mica (mica), quartz (qtz), plagioclase (plag),
and hornblende (hnbld).
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Different microstructures of the PTB lithology before

thermal shocking are shown in the lefthand column of

Figure 6. PTB contains a groundmass of tightly mated

plagioclase, pyroxene, magnetite, and olivine crystals (A1).

Within the groundmass are small, pre-existing cracks, larger

pores that contain a few well-defined crystals (A1), and

plagioclase phenocrysts (B1-D1). In some cases, there are

long (more than 100 mm) cracks within the groundmass

and phenocrysts (B1-D1). The PTB lithology has irregular,

oblate, vuggy pore spaces (A1-D1). In some cases, pre-existing

FIGURE 6
SEM images of the PTB lithology before and after thermal shocking. The first column (A1,B1,C1,D1) includes examples of pre-shocking images.
The second column includes examples of post thermal shocking images (A2,B2,C2,D2). Any newly observed cracks created or cracks which were
widened during thermal treatment are indicated with red arrows. Minerals are labeled accordingly and were identified using EDS: plagioclase (plag),
pyroxene (pyx), olivine (olv), and magnetite (mag).
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cracks travel through these vugs from one side to another

(B1-D1).

The lefthand column of Figure 7 includes MSA

microstructures before thermal shocking. The most distinct

structures of MSA are vuggy, irregularly shaped, oblate pores

(A1-C1) that tend to pinch out at two ends (A1, B1). In some

cases, these vugs are lined with rhombohedric calcite crystals (A1,

B1). Although not detected with XRD, MSA also contains some

quartz which fills vugs (C1). The quartz itself has disjointed

pieces. Additionally, patches of quartz are interspersed within

FIGURE 7
SEM images of the MSA lithology before and after thermal shocking. The first column (A1,B1,C1,D1) includes examples of pre-shocking images.
The second column includes examples of post thermal shocking images (A2,B2,C2,D2). Any newly observed cracks created during thermal
treatment are indicated with red arrows. Minerals are labeled accordingly and were identified using EDS: quartz (qtz) and calcite (cal).
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calcite (D1), and these patchy quartz-calcite areas span multiple

mm’s in length. The dashed red line in C1 highlights several

boundaries between the quartz-rich area and the calcite matrix.

3.2 Time-lapse microimaging of thermally
shocked lithologies

The right columns of Figures 5–7 present the post-thermal

shocking microstructures of SWG, PTB, and MSA, respectively.

Often, thermal cracks in the SWG begin at boundaries between

plagioclase crystals and crystals of mica, quartz, or hornblende

(Figures 5A2, B2, D2). These cracks then branch away, travel

through large areas of plagioclase, and travel towards new

crystals of mica, quartz, and hornblende. Finally, the cracks

travel further along boundaries between plagioclase crystals

and crystals of mica, quartz, or hornblende (A2, B2, D2). This

pattern of cracking is so prevalent, that an additional example is

provided (Supplementary Figures SA1, SA2). Thermal cracking

along boundaries between crystals of different minerals is

common in SWG. In fact, one quartz crystal has loosened

from its originally tightly bound, well mated, arrangement

(Figure 5D2; middle arrow). Additionally, thermal shocking

extended (C2) and widened (D2) pre-existing cracks.

Changes, or lack thereof, in the PTB microstructure upon

thermal shocking are shown in the right column of Figure 6.

Most pre-existing cracks in the plagioclase-dominated

groundmass (A2) or plagioclase phenocrysts (B2-D2) do not

appear elongated or widened with thermal shocking. Even upon

close inspection of a region around one vug, we found no newly

formed thermal cracks (Supplementary Figures SB1, SB2). We

observed one instance of crack widening, which occurred along a

pre-existing crack passing first through a plagioclase phenocryst,

then through a vug, and finally through the groundmass

(Figure 6C2). Overall, however, there was little to no

difference in the PTB microstructure after thermal shocking.

The righthand columnof Figure 7 shows thermal cracking in the

MSA lithology. Thermal cracks propagated from where the vugs

pinch out in the MSA sample (A2, B2). Looking closely within the

vug shown in A2, we see a new, thermally induced crack passes

through rhombohedral calcite crystals lining the vug (middle arrow).

This thermal crack likely passes from one edge of the vug which

pinches out, through the crystals lining the vug, towards the other

edge of the vug that pinches out, and finally exits the vug completely.

Additionally, B2 shows thermal cracks extending from one vug,

passing through micrite rich areas of MSA, and traveling until

reaching other vugs. In fact, multiple cracks from the same vug

extend through the micrite and then enter other vugs. Importantly,

these thermal cracks serve as channels between vuggy pores,

connecting their porosity. Thermal cracks also extend from and

propagate through areas of quartz (C2) and loosen once interlocked

quartz pieces. As D2 zooms out to entire regions of patchy quartz

and calcite, we see thermal cracks traveling along boundaries

between quartz patches and calcite dominated areas. Dashed red

lines in D1 and D2 outline these boundaries, and the same dashed

red lines in D2 outline the path of cracks along these boundaries.

3.3 Time-lapse rock physics measurements of
thermally shocked lithologies

Upon thermal shocking, benchtop connected ϕ for all

lithologies only slightly increased (Table 2), and the ρbulk and

ρgrain for all samples remained the same. Figure 8 shows Vp and

Vs with effective pressure for all three samples before (smaller,

open symbols) and after (larger, closed symbols) thermal

shocking. Figure 9 shows permeability with effective pressure

for all three samples before (smaller, open symbols) and after

(larger, closed symbols) thermal shocking. Data related to finding

conducting Klinkenberg correct permeabilities can be found in

the Supplementary Table S2; Supplementary Figure S2. For

Figures 8, 9, SWG data is presented in panel A, PTB data is

presented in panel B, and MSA data is presented in panel C. In

Figure 9A, the pre-thermal shocking SWG permeability is not

presented because it was below the detection limit of our NDP

.01 μD. We see that Vp and Vs were impacted by thermal

shocking for all three lithologies, however, the influence on

permeability on all three lithologies is not as straight forward.

Of the three lithologies, SWG ϕ increased the least (by only

.2%; Table 2). Figure 8A shows that both Vp and Vs of SWG

decreased from the original magnitudes upon thermal shocking,

at least at lower effective pressures. However, when effective

pressure reaches 60 MPa and 30 MPa, Vp and Vs recover to their

pre-shocking magnitudes, respectively. At low confining

pressures, Vp and Vs are more sensitive to pressure after

thermal shocking, compared to before thermal shocking. In

Figure 9A, the pre-thermal shocking SWG permeability is not

presented because it was below the detection limit of our NDP

.01 μD. The post-thermal shocking SWG k is presented however,

and we see that k significantly increased by several orders of

magnitude. Permeability for SWG decreases slightly with Peff,

indicating pressure sensitivity of permeability after thermal

shocking.

Connected porosity for the PTB lithology increased slightly by

less than 1% (Table 2). Figure 8B shows that bothVp andVs for PTB

decreased from their initial values upon thermal shocking for all

effective pressures. Particularly at lowerMPa, pressure sensitivity for

both Vp and Vs increased with thermal shocking. Unlike the SWG

lithology, neither Vp norVs values for PTB ever fully recover to their

original magnitudes despite increasing effective pressure. In

Figure 9B, the magnitude of permeability of PTB shows little to

no change after thermal shocking at lower Peff, and slight decreases

at higher Peff. The spread in k increased from about 150 μD to

230 μD, meaning that k became more pressure sensitive after

thermal shocking.

Connected porosity for the MSA lithology increased slightly

by 1% (Table 2). Figure 8C, shows that even before thermal

shocking, MSA Vp and Vs values are less pressure sensitive
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compared to the pre-thermal shocking values of the SWG or PTB

lithologies (Figures 8A, B, respectively). However, similar to

SWG and PTB, the magnitude of MSA Vp and Vs decreased

after thermal shocking. Like PTB, neither MSA Vp nor Vs

recovered to the original magnitudes, regardless of increasing

effective pressure. Pressure sensitivity for MSA Vp and Vs

increased after thermal shocking, however, the pressure

sensitivity did not increase as much for the SWG or PTB

lithologies with thermal shocking. Figure 9C shows that MSA

permeability increased significantly upon thermal shocking,

regardless of effective pressure. Additionally, the spread in k

increased from less than 1 μD to almost 5,000 μD with thermal

shocking, meaning that similar to PTB, the pressure sensitivity of

k increased with thermal shocking.

4 Discussion

We explored how three tight lithologies with distinct

mineralogies and microstructures are impacted by thermal

shocking and how microstructural changes influence bulk

rock properties like seismic wave velocity and permeability.

We paired time-lapse imaging with time-lapse rock physics

measurements to determine how the impacts of thermal

shocking can be detected with Vp and Vs used for remote

monitoring in the field. We found that with thermal

shocking, connected porosity—which is often considered

the first order control on Vp and Vs—undergoes little to

no change for any of the three lithologies. This may be

explained by the fact that with thermal shocking induces

TABLE 2 Benchtop ϕconnected, ρbulk and ρgrain measurements of samples before and after thermal shocking. Eight measurements of length and diameter were
taken for each sample, and the average of these are included here. The bulk volumes are calculated from these averages.

Lithology Status ϕconnected
(%)

ρbulk
(g cm−3)

ρgrain
(g cm−3)

Average
length (cm)

Average
diameter (cm)

Average bulk
volume (cm3)

SWG Pre-treatment
(Initial)

1.13 2.74 2.77 2.76 2.38 12.29

Post-treatment 1.15 2.74 2.77 2.76 2.38 12.16

PTB Initial 7.49 2.63 2.84 3.00 2.49 14.57

Post-treatment 8.31 2.63 2.84 3.00 2.49 14.57

MSA Initial 4.01 2.57 2.68 2.49 2.49 12.16

Post-treatment 5.03 2.56 2.68 2.48 2.50 12.15

FIGURE 8
Vp and Vs. measurements with Peff’s for the SWG (A), PTB (B), MSA (C) lithologies. Measurements taken before thermal shocking are shown as
smaller, open symbols, while measurements taken after thermal shocking are indicated with larger and filled symbols. All data presented was
measured during the “pressure up” ramp, as Peff was increased from 0 to 60 MPa. Pore pressure remained 0 MPa. Error bars are less than 1% of
measured values.
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cracks, which contributes minimal porosity to the overall

connected porosity. We observe changes in Vp and Vs, as

well as permeability with pressure despite the minimal

connected porosity change, which is consistent with the

literature (Yavuz et al., 2010; Siratovich et al., 2015;

Mordensky et al., 2019; Shang et al., 2019). Because

connected porosity does not appear to be a primary

control on either Vp, Vs or permeability, we explore

whether and how other features of the microstructure and

mineralogy could control these three rock physics properties.

Of the three lithologies, SWG’s Vp and Vs were most affected

by thermal shocking (Figure 8). At lower effective pressures,

both Vp and Vs decrease significantly, and did not recover to pre-

thermal shocking values until Peff was 60 MPa and 30 MPa,

respectively. Compared to Vs, Vp decreases more at lower Peff
and Vp needs a greater Peff in order to recover to pre-treatment

values. Therefore, Vp is more affected by thermal shocking than

Vs in SWG. Acoustic wave velocities decreased while connected

porosity remained constant, and Vp became more sensitive to

thermal shocking than Vs, which led us to consider whether ρbulk
and elastic moduli were impacted by thermal shocking.

Specifically, the magnitude of Vp and Vs rely upon a rock’s

bulk moduli (K), shear moduli (μ), and bulk density (ρbulk) as
shown in Eqs 1, 2.

Vp �
�����
K + 4μ

3

ρbulk

√
(1)

Vs �
����
μ

ρbulk

√
(2)

We found that SWG ρbulk remains constant with thermal

shocking (Table 2), so likely is not a contributing factor to the

changes in Vp and Vs Figure 10 shows elastic moduli with

effective pressure for the SWG (A), PTB (B), and MSA (C)

lithologies before and after thermal shocking. Figure 10A shows

that SWG’s K and μ decreased after thermal shocking, resulting

in the decreases of Vp and Vs (Figure 8A). We also see that K

decreased more after thermal shocking than μ, meaning that the

lithology’s ability to resist compressional forces has been more

compromised than its ability to resist shear forces. This would

result in a greater sensitivity of Vp to thermal shocking compared

to Vs The compressibility of SWG is also reflected in the pressure

sensitivity of permeability measured after thermal shocking.

Clearly SWG became less stiff with thermal shocking, which

calls for exploring what underlying mechanisms are responsible

for the decrease in stiffness.

The decreased stiffness of SWG likely results from newly

propagated thermal cracks (Figure 5A2, B2, C2, D2), and a

decreased stiffness at the contacts between mineral crystals. In

fact, we interpret the cracks traveling “through” large areas of

plagioclase in Figure 5A2, B2 to actually follow boundaries

between separate plagioclase crystals. For example, Figure 11

shows two examples of microimaging plagioclase crystals which

are tightly mated together. With optical microscopy (A), the

boundaries between these crystals may be more easily

distinguished than with electron microscopy (B). Many of the

thermal cracks in Figure 5A2, B2 are occurring along boundaries

between what were tightly mated plagioclase crystals before

thermal shocking (A1, B1). As minerals cool quickly, they

often contract, which is a form of tensile straining of the

FIGURE 9
Permeability versus Peff for the SWG (A), PTB (B), and MSA (C) lithologies before and after thermal shocking. Smaller, empty symbols represent k
data associated with pre-thermal shocking and larger, filled symbols represent k data associated with post-thermal shocking. Permeability for the
SWG sample before thermal shockingwas below the detection limit of the permeameter (.01 μD), and therefore is not plotted. Error bars are less than
1% of measured values.
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mineral crystal. This strain is released by tensile cracking along

planes of weakness (Kranz, 1983), which in our case, are

boundaries between separate mineral crystals. Additionally,

crack lengthening (C2) and widening (D2) of pre-existing

cracks reduces rock stiffness. Although the widening and

lengthening of cracks contribute to a negligible increase in

pore volume and hence no new connected porosity to the

overall sample, cracks create more room for mineral crystals

to compress towards one another and to shear past one another

as confining pressure is applied. This translates into an increased

Vp and Vs to pressure, despite the negligible changes in

connected porosity. In fact, a portion of quartz mineral crystal

appears slightly dislodged with thermal shocking (D2). Such

loosened mineral crystals increase the rock’s pressure sensitivity,

as reflected in Vp and Vs measurements (Figure 8A). Overall,

thermal cracking along crystal boundaries in SWG is detectable

using both Vp and Vs measured with effective pressure.

Additionally, SWG’s thermal cracks became so well

connected, that they contributed to enhance flow through the

sample (Figure 9A).

Figure 8B and Figure 9B show that neither Vp, Vs, nor k in

PTB were as influenced by thermal shocking compared to SWG.

The decreased Vp and Vs values reflect crack widening upon

thermal shocking of PTB, which we observed with the

microimaging (Figure 6C2). Figure 10B shows that any new

thermal cracks reduced K and μ of the PTB sample, making it

slightly less stiff than it originally was. Like SWG, K in PTB has

decreased more with thermal shocking compared to μ.

Additionally, although the slight changes in Vp and Vs

measurements indicate some thermal cracking, these pre-

existing cracks are simply wider but not pervasive enough to

coalesce and substantially increase permeability, as shown in

Figure 9B. In fact, as Peff increases, permeability after treatment is

slightly lower than permeability values before treatment. This

implies that thermal shocking made PTB pore space more

compliant, so much so that it closes as Peff’s increases

obstructing once permeable pathways. This increase in

compliance is reflected in the reduction in K and μ

(Figure10B). Changes in pore space during pressurization can

be found in Supplementary Table S3 and seen in Supplementary

Figure S3. Therefore, at lower effective pressures, which in the

field translates to higher pore pressures, Vp and Vs may not be

ideal indicators for change in permeability upon thermal

shocking of PTB. Our permeability observations are similar to

those of Siratovich et al. (2015) who heated a basalt sample to

325°C and then quenched it with room temperature water. Both

our basalt and the one in Siratovich et al. (2015) showed a very

slight increase in k of 35 μD at low Peff after a single thermal

shocking. We consider that additional thermal shock

stimulations may be needed to increase k in the PTB, but this

is outside of the scope of our current study. In fact, Eggertsson

et al. (2020) found that multiple thermal shock stimulations were

effective in increasing k in a basalt sample. Additionally,

Eggertsson et al. (2020) used a thermal gradient larger than

ours (425°C) to quench their basalt, leading us to consider that

thermal gradients larger than 325°C may be necessary to increase

permeability in PTB. While testing multiple thermal gradients

would be useful to better understand sensitivity of PTB to

FIGURE 10
Elastic moduli versus Peff for the SWG (A), PTB (B), and MSA (C) lithologies before and after thermal shocking. Smaller, empty symbols represent
data associated with pre-thermal shocking and larger, filled symbols represent data associated with post-thermal shocking. Each plot includes bulk
moduli (K) values with Peff and shear moduli (μ) with Peff.
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thermal stimulation, this current work remains focused on the

role of lithology when rocks are exposed to the same thermal

gradient.

The lower degree of thermal cracking in PTB compared to

SWG is related to differences in mineralogy of the two lithologies

and thermal properties inherent to their minerals. We consider

two thermal properties in our discussion on the PTB and SWG

lithologies: thermal conductivity and volumetric thermal

expansion coefficient. Thermal conductivity (kT; units of W

m−1 K−1) describes how easily heat moves through a mineral

crystal for a given temperature and can be found through Eq. 3

(Robertson, 1988; Tritt, 2004; Gautam et al., 2018).

kT � QΔL
AΔT

(3)

Here, Q is the quantity of heat (W) transmitted through a

unit thickness, L (m), in a direction normal to a surface of unit

area, A (m2), given a temperature gradient, ΔT (Kelvin or degrees

Celsius). The greater the thermal conductivity of a mineral is, the

easier it is for the mineral crystal to heat up or cool down. The

volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (αv; units of K−1)

describes how much a mineral expands or contracts, given a

certain heat input or heat withdraw and can be found through Eq.

4 (Cooper and Simmons, 1977; Robertson, 1988; Clauser, 2006).

αV � ΔV
V0ΔT

(4)

Here, ΔV is the change in mineral crystal volume (m3) for a

given ΔT, and V0 is the initial mineral volume (m3) prior to the

temperature fluctuation. The volumetric thermal expansion

coefficient describes volumetric changes that involve length

changes along all of a mineral’s crystallographic axes. The

greater αv is, the more a mineral will expand upon heating

and contract upon cooling. Table 3 shows the thermal

conductivities of each mineral in SWG and PTB as well as the

volumetric thermal expansion coefficients. The SWG lithology

includes more than 20% quartz, which has a high thermal

conductivity of 7.69 W m−1 K−1 and a high volumetric thermal

expansion coefficient of 4.96 K−1. This means that more than 20%

of SWG conducts heat more easily and contracts more with

thermal shocking compared to many minerals in PTB.

Focusing on SWG, we see that the minerals with the greatest

thermal conductivity and expansion coefficients are quartz, then

phlogopite mica, and then hornblende (Table 3). The thermal

properties of these minerals are inconsistent with the lower

thermal properties of plagioclase. This may explain why

thermal cracks in SWG appear to travel between mineral

crystals of plagioclase and crystals of these three specific

minerals. Quartz, mica, and hornblende may be contracting

during the thermal shock, pulling away from the surrounding

plagioclase, which is contracting, but to a lesser extent. The

thermal cracks generated here, may continue to travel between

plagioclase crystals along planes of weakness. Alternatively, more

than 90% of the PTB lithology is dominated by albite and

sanidine, which do not have high thermal conductivities or

volumetric thermal expansion coefficients. Compared to the

quartz, phlogopite mica and hornblende in SWG, the albite

and sanidine in PTB will be less likely to shrink with thermal

shocking and generate thermal cracks. Therefore, the difference

in mineralogy between the SWG and PTB lithologies, and the

differences in their minerals’ ability to conduct heat and contract

with cooling are likely major reasons we observe more thermal

cracking in SWG than in PTB.

MSAwas impacted less than SWG, but more than PTB by the

thermal shocking. For example, Figure 8 shows that Vp and Vs

for MSA decreased after thermal shocking, similar to SWG and

PTB. Figure 10C shows that both K and μ were influenced by

thermal shocking, indicating new thermal cracks also

compromised the stiffness of MSA and reduced Vp and Vs.

Thermal shocking was so effective in MSA, that the permeability

FIGURE 11
Example of plagioclase mineral crystals and crystal
boundaries observed with optical microscopy ((A), Deer et al.,
2013) and SEM imaging ((B), Srogi et al., 2020). Examples of crystal
boundaries are identified with white arrows in both images.
Dashed white and black lines are also meant to highlight the
boundary features. Plagioclase crystals exist between the
boundaries.
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of the MSA sample increased substantially (Figure 9). Not only

did thermal cracks propagate throughout the MSA sample, but

they connected to one another allowing for permeability to

increase by almost 10 Darcy.

Two more thermal properties we must now consider are the

linear expansion coefficients (αL) of minerals and their thermal

anisotropy. While αv describes how an entire, 3D mineral crystal

expands or contracts with a thermal gradient, αL describes the

two-dimensional expansion along one mineral crystal axis and

can be calculated by Eq. 5 where ΔV from Eq. 4 was replaced with

ΔL (m), the change in length of the mineral along the

crystallographic axis, and V0 was replaced with L0 (m), the

initial mineral length along the axis.

αL � ΔL
L0ΔT

(5)

It is important to note that the αL along a single

crystallographic axis of a mineral crystal can differ in value

from αL of other axes of the mineral (Robertson, 1988).

Because non-cubic minerals have distinct crystal axes with

properties different from one another, the crystallographic

axis parallel to a given direction may expand or contract more

than an axis perpendicular to that direction. This results in more

expansion or contraction in one direction compared to the other.

To quantify this difference between thermal properties, we use an

“anisotropic ratio”, which is the ratio of αL parallel to a

crystallographic axis compared to αL perpendicular that same

axis (Eq. 6; Cooper and Simmons, 1977).

anisotropic ratio � αL‖
αL⊥

(6)

A negative value of this ratio indicates one

crystallographic axis expands with heating and contracts

with cooling, while the other axis contracts with heating

and expands with cooling. The further the ratio is from

zero (either in the negative or positive direction), the more

anisotropic its expansion or contraction with a thermal

gradient is. Table 4 includes the thermal expansion along

two separate crystallographic axes and the anisotropic ratio, as

calculated with Eq. 6, for each mineral in the SWG, PTB, and

MSA lithologies detected with XRD.

We believe that the thermal anisotropy of calcite is among the

reasons we see thermal cracking in MSA. MSA is almost entirely

composed of calcite, which has an anisotropic ratio of -5. Thismakes

MSA the only lithology with a negative anisotropic ratio, and the

magnitude of its ratio is greater than anymineral present in the other

lithologies. MSA is comprised almost entirely of tightly mated,

randomly oriented, calcite crystals. These calcite crystals are

expanding in one direction and contracting in another direction

during thermal shocking. The high degree of anisotropic expansion

and contraction likely addsmechanical stresses in theMSA lithology

and contributes to thermal cracking.

TABLE 3 Thermal conductivity and volumetric thermal expansion coefficients of minerals that compose the SWG, PTB, and MSA lithologies.

Mineral Thermal conductivity Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient

(W m−1 K−1) Source (10−5 K−1) Source

SWG Anorthite Plagioclase 1.68 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 1.51 Robertson, (1988)

Albite Plagioclase 2.31 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 2.24 Robertson, (1988)

Quartz 7.69 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 4.98 Robertson, (1988)

Phlogopite Mica 2.29 Gray and Uher (1977) 4.1 Hidnert and Dickson, (1945)

Hornblende 2.85 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 2.56 Robertson, (1988)

PTB Albite Plagioclase 2.31 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 2.24 Robertson, (1988)

Sanidine Plagioclase 1.65 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 1.92 Hovis et al. (1999)

Augite 3.82 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 2.19 Robertson, (1988)

Nepheline 1.73 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 3.92 Robertson, (1988)

Forsterite Olivine 5.06 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 3.26 Robertson, (1988)

Phlogopite Mica 2.29 Gray and Uher (1977) 4.1 Hidnert and Dickson, (1945)

Sodalite 2.51 Horai and Simmons (1969) 1.49 Taylor, (1968)

Magnetite 5.1 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 3.5 Robertson, (1988)

MSA Calcite 3.57 Cermak and Ryback (1982) 2.01 Robertson, (1988)
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Secondly, similar to the SWG sample, MSA contains trace

amounts of quartz that was observed in the SEM, but not detected

with XRD. These quartz crystals have a relatively high kT and αv
making them sensitive to thermal gradients. These crystals

contract with thermal shocking, pulling away from

neighbouring calcite crystals to create thermal cracks

(Figure 7D2). Even within pockets of quartz itself, thermal

cracks appear to proliferate along what were disjointed planes

prior to shocking (C1).

Finally, MSA’s macroporous vugs clearly facilitated

thermal cracking in the MSA sample (Figure 7A2, B2, C2,

D2). Thermal cracks extend from edges of these vugs, travel

from one vug to new vugs, and upon reaching new vugs, the

cracks travel along the vug, cutting through to the other side

(A2). Radial cracking which extends from pore spaces due a

thermal gradient alone (no additional pressure imposed) has

been observed in composite materials (Goltermann, 1995;

Zhou et al., 2001; Fu et al., 2004). Cracking results from

TABLE 4 Linear thermal expansion coefficient of axes in minerals composing the SWG, PTB, andMSA lithologies. The specified crystallographic axes vary from
mineral to mineral and are included under “crystallographic axis 1” and “crystallographic axis 2”. The anisotropic ratio is calculated by dividing the greater
linear expansion coefficient of the two axes by the lesser coefficient of the two axes.

Mineral Crystallographic axis 1 Crystallographic axis 2 Anisotropic ratio Source

SWG Anorthite Plagioclase ⊥(100) || Skinner, (1966)

.15 .04 3.8

Albite Plagioclase ⊥a ||a Skinner, (1966)

.22 .06 3.7

Quartz ⊥c ||c Skinner, (1966)

0.3 .18 1.7

Phlogopite Mica ⊥c ||c Tutti et al. (2000)

1.13 .36 3.1

Hornblende ⊥c ||c Skinner, (1966)

.17 .12 1.4

PTB Albite Plagioclase ⊥a ||a Skinner, (1966)

.22 .06 3.7

Sanidine Plagioclase ⊥(001) ||a Skinner, (1966)

.005 .01 2.0

Augite ⊥c ||c Skinner, (1966)

.06 0.1 0.6

Nepheline ⊥c ||c Skinner, (1966)

.23 .167 1.4

Forsterite Olivine ⊥c ||c Skinner, (1966)

.15 .18 1.2

Phlogopite Mica ⊥c ||c Tutti et al. (2000)

1.13 .36 3.1

Sodalite “axis parameter a” Taylor, (1968)

.46 1.0

Magnetite cubic Skinner, (1966)

.513 1.0

MSA Calcite ⊥c ||c Skinner, (1966)

.476 −.096 −5.0
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mechanical stress building up around inclusions due to

mismatching of thermal properties between the matrix and

inclusion (Fu et al., 2004). In our case, there is a mismatch

between thermal properties of the calcite matrix and the air-

filled inclusion. We also see that cracking at the edges of vugs

sometimes occurs where the vugs are thinnest or pinch out

(A2, B2). Not only do mechanical stresses build up around the

inclusion, but the stress build up is uneven, and concentrates

where inclusions are the thinnest, resulting in cracking (Rao

et al., 1971; Shiah, 2016). This means that in areas where vugs

in MSA pinch out, there are regions of relatively high stress,

which may explain why we observe cracking propagating

primarily from where these vugs thin out.

Our results have several implications for the EGS

development. First, we can infer that reservoirs rich with

minerals like quartz, which have high thermal

conductivities and expansion coefficients, will be more

sensitive to thermal stimulation compared to reservoirs rich

with minerals like sanidine plagioclase, which have lower

thermal properties. Therefore, the permeability in

reservoirs dominated by lithologies such as granodiorite

will increase more than reservoirs dominated with

lithologies like basalt when exposed to the same thermal

stimulation. Second, the influence of thermal stimulation

on reservoir rocks in these thermally sensitive reservoirs

should be detectable with remote monitoring using Vp and

Vs. For EGS operations in reservoirs with less thermally

sensitive lithologies, such as PTB, Vp and Vs should still be

able to detect changes in tight, thermally cracked rocks when

Peff’s are low. Third, EGS operators should consider low

porosity carbonate reservoirs composed of calcite, which is

sensitive to thermal shocking due to its thermal anisotropy.

EGS reservoirs with connected vugs interspersed throughout

the low porosity carbonate will likely contribute to enhanced

thermal cracking and increased flow through the reservoir.

This study tested the effects of a single cycle of thermal

stimulation per lithology. If EGS operators conduct multiple

thermal stimulations, the influence of their subsequent

stimulations on permeability, Vp and Vs remain to be

systematically addressed. The influence of multiple thermal

stimulations should be considered for future studies.

5 Conclusion

A lithology’s underpinning mineralogy and microstructure

control it is response to natural and engineered processes, and to

what degree we can remotely monitor the response using seismic

wave velocities. We tested this idea by thermally shocking three

tight lithologies relevant to enhanced geothermal systems, and

monitoring changes in each lithology with time-lapse

microimaging and rock physics measurements. Our imaging

observations and comprehensive dataset of pre and post

thermal shocking ϕ, Vp, Vs, and k measurements lead us to

the following conclusions:

1) SWG was the lithology most impacted by thermal shocking,

followed by MSA, and finally, PTB. For all lithologies, Vp and

Vs decreased because thermal cracks reduce the stiffness

between mineral crystal boundaries. Thermal cracks are

effective enough to connect pre-existing pore spaces and

increase permeability in SWG and MSA, but not PTB.

2) For SWG, the presence of minerals with high thermal

conductivity and volumetric thermal expansion coefficients

contributed greatly to thermal cracking. Thermal cracks

preferentially navigated along mineral crystal boundaries

which serve as planes of weakness as minerals expand and

contract with temperature changes.

3) For PTB, the majority of the rock is composed of minerals

with relatively low thermal conductivity and low volumetric

thermal expansion coefficients. Because Vp and Vs did

decrease for this lithology while k was unaffected at low

Peff, Vp and Vs may not be useful indicators of k upon

thermal shocking at high pore pressures. Additional

thermal shock stimulations or a greater thermal gradient

may be necessary to increase k in PTB.

4) For MSA, the presence of minerals with high thermal

anisotropy contributes to thermal cracking, reduction in

Vp and Vs, and increased k. Secondly, the mismatch in

thermal properties of calcite and trace amounts of quartz

leads to thermal cracking. Finally, macroporous vugs

concentrate stress imparted during thermal shocking,

which leads to thermal cracking.

In conclusion, large changes in Vp, Vs, and k can be expected

in tight lithologies, despite little to no change in ϕ upon thermal

shocking. Features of the microstructure control these changes.

Lithologies with even few minerals that have high thermal

conductivity, expansion coefficients (like SWG), or anisotropy

(like MSA) will experience more thermal cracking and more

permeability stimulation than lithologies without thermally

sensitive minerals. Vp and Vs will be useful for detecting the

presence of thermal cracks and likely an increase in permeability

in some tight lithologies. Lithologies that lack minerals with high

thermal conductivity, expansion coefficients, or anisotropy (like

PTB) will not respond as well with a single thermal shock and

may require additional stimulations or stimulation with a

temperature gradient greater that 325°C to increase permeability.
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